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Abstract:

Xenon (Xe) and other inert gases produce anesthesia via an inhibitory mechanism in neuronal networks. To better understand this mechanism, we measured the electrical signals from cultured rat cortical neuronal networks in a multi-electrode array (MEA) under an applied Xe pressure. We used the MEA to measure the firing of the neuronal network with and without Xe gas pressurized to 0.3 MPa. The MEA system monitored neuronal spikes on 16 electrodes (each 50×50 μm²) at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The embryo rat cortical cells were first cultured on MEAs without Xe for approximately three weeks, at which time they produced synchronized bursts that indicate maturity. Then, with an applied Xe pressure, the synchronized bursts quickly ceased, whereas single spikes continued. The Xe-induced inhibition-recovery of neuronal network firing was reversible: after purging the Xe from the system, the synchronized bursts gradually resumed. Thus, Xe did not inhibit single neuron firing, yet reversibly inhibited the synaptic transmission. This finding agrees with the channel-blocker and a modified-hydrate hypothesis of anesthesia, but not the lipid-solubility hypothesis. (174 words)
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INTRODUCTION

General anesthesia is thought to be caused by the inhibition of neuronal firing from an agonist and/or an antagonist. One anesthetic is xenon (Xe), an inert gas that produce general anesthesia without causing undesirable side effects [Cullen and Gross, 1951]. But the Xe-anesthesia mechanism remains unclear.

The Xe anesthetic effect was first thought to be caused by the cell membrane swelling with Xe [Miller et al., 1965; Miller, 1969; Lever et al., 1971; Koski et al., 1973; O’leary, 1984] due to Xe’s high solubility in lipids [Meyer, 1937]. On the other hand, Pauling [1961] and Miller [1961] proposed the hydrate hypothesis in which the signals are inhibited by a clathrate hydrate at synapses. Although this hypothesis was opposed by several researchers [e.g., Miller, 1969], it has received support from theoretical [Dorsch, 1970; Dorsch and deRocco, 1973], experimental [Schoenborn et al., 1964; Dorsch and Distefano, 1973] and clinical [Matsumoto, 1995] investigations. Recently, several pharmacological studies suggest that Xe molecules act as the antagonist of glutamate-induced channels. This mechanism differs from that of other general anesthetic agents, such as isoflurane and halothane, which activate the inhibitory γ-aminobutyric acid type-A (GABA$_A$) receptor channels [Franks and Lieb, 1982: 1988: 1994; Mihic et al., 1997]. Some researchers claimed that Xe molecules strongly inhibit the excitatory N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor channels [Franks et al., 1998; de Sousa et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2002; Nagale et al., 2005], but others suggested the target to be non-NMDA receptor channels [Plested et al., 2004] or both [Dinse et al., 2005; Preckel et al., 2006; Haseneder et al., 2008; Georgiev et al., 2010]. Therefore, several general anesthetic mechanisms of Xe gas are under consideration.

The functioning of neurons in culture samples has made possible various studies in the field of neuroscience. When dissociated neurons start contacting each other via synapse formation, neuronal cells and networks show primitive patterns of synchronized activity by groups of
neurons. Such patterns of electric activity occur in an early phase of network formation, often in close similarity to those seen *in vivo* [Ben-Ari, 2001; Corner et al., 2002; Khazipov et al., 2004]. The pioneering work of Gross [1979], Gross and Schwalm [1994] and of Pine [1980] has evolved to the point where, as later shown by Robinson et al. [1993] and Jimbo et al. [1999], long-term multi-electrode registration can be used to study activity-dependent plasticity at the synaptic level. Dissociated neurons cultured *in vitro* autonomously form complicated networks that spontaneously show synchronized bursts [Kamioka et al., 1996; Opitz et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2010] that are highly variable in terms of their spatio-temporal firing patterns, yet highly correlated among neurons [van Pelt et al., 2004; Chiappalone et al., 2006; Wagenaar et al., 2006]. Therefore, neuronal cultures *in vitro* on multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) are a useful tool for modeling the maturation of the neuronal networks and their electrophysiological properties.

We developed a model system for rat cortical neuronal networks *in vitro* on MEAs [Ito et al., 2010] to measure the development of neuronal electric activity. This system is useful to understand the spatiotemporal single spikes and bursts, not only for single neurons but also for the neuronal network. Here we apply this system to the Xe-anesthesia problem by exposing the neuronal network to pressurized Xe gas. We find that the pressurized Xe gas inhibits the synchronized bursts, but leaves the single spikes essentially unchanged.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell culture on MEAs**

The sample preparation was almost the same as that in our previous work [Ito et al., 2010], so here we give only a brief description. Dissected cortex was prepared from Wistar rats at embryonic day 17 using the Nerve-Cell Culture System (Sumitomo Bakelite, Tokyo, Japan) as
described previously [Mizuno et al., 2004; Banno et al., 2005; Takeuchi et al., 2005]. Cortices were dissociated into single cells using dissociation solution (mainly papain), and then resuspended in Neuron Culture Medium (Sumitomo Bakelite; serum-free conditioned medium from 48-h rat astrocyte confluent cultures based on Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s minimum essential medium (DMEM)/F-12 with N2 supplement, [Banno et al., 2005; Takeuchi et al., 2005]). Dissociated neuron was plated with a nominal density of 2500 cells/mm² onto a poly(ethylenimine)-coated multi-electrode dish (MED) probe (Alpha MED Scientific, Osaka, Japan). The probe consisted of 64 planar microelectrodes and 4 reference electrodes [Kudoh et al., 2007; Hosokawa et al., 2008; Ito et al., 2010]. Each electrode was 50×50 μm² and the electrode spacing was 150 μm. To avoid cell attachment onto reference electrodes, we used a cloning ring with an inner diameter of 5 mm and total area of 19.6 mm² [Homma et al., 1998]. The rings were removed after adhesion of neurons on the MED probe (approximately 3h).

The cultures were incubated in the neuron culture medium in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ and 95% air at 37°C (that is, the physiological condition). After 3 days in the neuron culture medium (twice a week), half of the medium was replaced with fresh DMEM/serum medium, which consisted of DMEM (Invitrogen·Gibco, Carlsbed, CA, USA) supplemented with 5% fatal bovine serum (Invitrogen·Gibco), 5% horse serum (Sigma·Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 25 μg/mL insulin (Invitrogen·Gibco), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen·Gibco) [Ito et al., 2010]. Thus the Neuron Culture Medium is gradually replaced to the DMEM/serum medium during culture. The adhesion, growth, and morphological changes of cultured neurons were observed under a phase-contrast microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan: type CKX·41).

**Firing-activity measuring system**

The firing activity of each cortical culture was recorded at a sampling rate of 20 kHz using a
MED64 extracellular recording system (Alpha MED Scientific), and the A/D conversion was done with the MED64 conductor software. To observe the neuronal network maturation, we measured the firing activities of cultured neurons on the MED probe several times per week. Based on the firing activity exhibiting periodical synchronized bursts, the samples used in the gas-pressurizing experiments were between 20 and 30 days in vitro (DIV).

To measure the firing activities under pressurized gas conditions, we constructed a high-pressure vessel equipped with the MED connector (Taiatsu Techno, Tokyo, Japan). Since the measurement system was in a non-humidified incubator, the MED probes of cortical cultures were taken from the cultivation incubator. The pressure was monitored by a pressure transducer (Yokogawa; type FP201-C22-C20A*B) and the pressure could reach 1 MPa. The cell shape was monitored through the pressure-proof glass windows by a macro-zoom lens + CCD camera system (Elmo, Nagoya, Japan; type TVZ610M-P). The 16 electrodes at the center of the MED probe could be monitored in this vessel. The system was placed in an incubator (Fukushima Industry, Osaka, Japan; type FMU-132I) in which the temperature was controlled within ±1°C. A type-T thermocouple measured the temperature in the vessel. Pressure and temperature were recorded by a data logger (Graphtec, Yokohama, Japan; type GL400). The whole system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The experimental procedure has four periods, distinguished by the gas pressure and gas composition. Traces are shown in Fig. 2 and described as follows. Period (I), the control period: After reducing the culture medium to less than half of its original volume (to minimize the time-lag due to the dissolution process of gas in the medium), the MED probe with the cortical culture was put in the high-pressure vessel and incubated at 38.5 ±1°C while the firing activity was measured. Period (II), the pressurizing period: Following the control period, Xe gas was introduced to the vessel at a gauge pressure of approximately 0.3 MPa. Because the original atmospheric air had a pressure of 0.1 MPa, the Xe fraction in the gas of the vessel is 0.75 and the total ambient pressure is 0.4 MPa. We applied Xe gas at this pressure because a
Xe concentration of 75% in the vessel approximates the minimal Xe concentration effective for human anesthesia of about 71% [Goto et al., 1997]. The pressurizing period lasted one hour. Period (III), the pressure-released period: The release valve was opened to reduce the pressure in the vessel to atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa). However, the gas composition in the vessel is still Xe-rich. Period (IV), the purge period: One hour after the depressurization, we let the purging gas flow for several minutes to flush out the Xe in the vessel. After 1-h of measurements in this period, we returned the MED probe to the cultivation incubator. Then, several days after the experiment, we checked the cultured sample for damages. To check the reproducibility of the results, we ran the experiments for eight different cultured samples.

The Xe gas used for in experiments had purity 99.995% (Air-Water, Wakayama, Japan) and the purging gas was air that contained 5% CO₂ (Hokkaido Air-Water, Sapporo, Japan). The purging gas had the same composition as that in the cultivation incubator.

**Characterization of spikes and bursts**

The detection procedures and criteria for spikes and synchronized bursts are the same as those in Ito et al., [2010]. A spike was identified when the intensity of the extracellular potential exceeded a threshold within a window of 1ms (Fig. 3a). To determine the threshold, we evaluated the level of biological and thermal noises (usually 10~20 μV) over the complete data set for the experiment and then applied the tangent-method described in Ito et al. [2010]. For all 16 electrodes (area of 650×650 μm² in a MED probe), we plotted the single spikes and synchronized bursts in a spike raster-plot, and then counted the spike rate ($SR$) and synchronized-burst rate ($SBR$) over all 16 electrodes. A burst is defined here as a time period with spike density exceeding 2 per 100 ms [Ito et al., 2010]. Bursts were detected using the method described in Mukai et al. [2003].

To evaluate the profile change of single spikes and bursts before, during, and after Xe
pressurization, we characterized the profiles of single spikes and bursts on a typical electrode by five parameters. Single spikes were characterized by their spike amplitude ($SA$) and spike width ($SW$) as shown in Fig. 3a. (Although the field potential observed on one electrode was the total firing activities of all neurons located near the electrode, qualitative comparisons of the profiles nevertheless indicate average changes in neuronal activity.) Burst profiles are highly variable [Wagennar et al., 2006], but can be characterized by three parameters: the burst duration ($BD$), the inter-burst interval ($IBI$) and the number of spikes in a burst ($SIB$), all of which are sketched in Fig. 3b. $IBI$ was determined as the time difference between the last spike of one burst and the first spike of the subsequent burst.

RESULTS

**Period (I): Control period electric activity**

In the early stage of the cultivation, the dispersed rat cortical neurons adhered to and spread out on both the glass plate and electrodes on the MED probe (Fig. 4a left). The neurons gradually contacted each other to form a network and started firing about 1 week after the cultivation began. $SR$ increased with time (Fig. 4b), and both neurons and glial cells grew to reach the confluent condition at approximately 2 weeks (Fig. 4a right). At this time, $SR$ stopped increasing on average, and thereafter stayed in the range of 4–8×10³ counts/min (Fig. 4b). This is consistent with our previous work [Ito et al., 2010]. The confluent condition also brought frequent synchronized bursts (Fig. 5a). The spike raster plot (Fig. 5b) indicates that most spikes were within synchronized bursts, with a few single spikes observed between the bursts in the limited number of electrodes.

Roughly steady-state behavior began after about 2 weeks in culture. Figs. 4b and 5b show that all 16 electrodes were active with $SR$ averaging approximately 5×10³ counts/min. (Note that the absolute value of $SR$ varied with the sample). The average profile of single spikes between bursts in the control period was almost constant, with $SA \approx 25 \mu V$ and $SW \approx 1 \text{ ms}$. 
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The bursts were more variable, with $SBR$ ranging between 10 and 30 counts/min, $BD$ on the typical electrode averaging approximately 0.25 s with a standard deviation of 0.2 s (Fig. 7b), and $IBI$ varying mainly between 1 and 15 s (Fig. 7c). $SIB$ gradually ranges between 30 and 60 counts per burst (cpb) (Fig. 7d).

**Period (II): Synchronized burst inhibition under Xe pressurization**

Although the optical microscope revealed no morphological change after applying the Xe pressure, the firing activities of the neuronal network drastically changed. As shown in Figs. 6a and b, the synchronized bursts gradually decreased and, after approximately 10 min, finally disappear, which indicates that pressurized Xe gas inhibits synchronized bursts. However, single spikes still occurred on more than 60% of firing electrodes (Figs. 6c and d). Moreover, some bursts still occurred in few electrodes (e.g., electrodes #3 and #9 in Fig. 6d). About 10% of the electrodes in each experiment produced a series of frequent single spikes during the Xe pressure (e.g., #4 and #28 in Fig. 6d) even though they had a lower $SR$ in the control period. Thus, the data indicates that Xe gas does not completely inhibit the firing activity.

The sudden decrease of $SR$ after pressurization results from the simultaneous disappearance of synchronized bursts (Fig. 7a) although the non-burst single-spike rate does not change remarkably. After decreasing, $SR$ remains remarkable constant at approximately $1 \times 10^3$ counts/min. These single spikes and a small number of local bursts occurred throughout the Xe pressurization period. Concerning the spike profile, the averaged profile of the single spike was almost the same as that in the control period, that is, $S4$ and $SW$ were 25 μV and 1 ms, respectively. These results suggest that the Xe pressurization inhibits only the synchronized bursts of the neuronal network.

During the transition between periods I and II, some burst parameters changed, but not right away (Figs. 7b-d). Within the first 5 min of pressurization, the profile parameters show little
change. This result suggests that the change of hydrostatic pressure affected neither the firing pattern of the neuronal network nor the single spikes. However, approximately 5 min after the pressurization, $IBI$ increases while maintaining a fluctuation range similar to that in the control period. Then 10 min after pressurization, $IBI$ effectively reaches infinity, making the disappearance of the synchronized bursts. Also, as $BD$ shows a slight decrease with $SIB$, the firing frequency for burst decreases as $SBR$ decreases.

**Period (III): Recovery of electric activity with pressure release**

As with the previous transition (I-II), the microscope observation revealed no morphological change when the pressurized Xe gas was released. Moreover, despite the estimated Xe concentration of approximately 0.14 mol/mL in the medium during period (II), the depressurization process in (III) did not produce observable bubbles. This result means that the release of dissolved Xe molecules from aqueous solution was too slow for bubble formation. This slow release is consistent with the observed slow recovery of the firing activity.

The synchronized bursts did not start to return until about 10~30 min after the pressure release. Then, although the non-burst single-spike rate does not change, both $SR$ and $SBR$ increase gradually with time throughout the period (Figs. 8 and 9a). This increase arose mainly from the decrease of $IBI$ to ~1 s. Compared to those in the control period, the bursts had slightly larger $BD$ values, through with wide scatter (up to 1 s) and smaller $SIB$ value (approximately 20 cpb). $SBR$ continues to increase throughout the period and both $BD$ and $SIR$ may have recovered to the original variation range. The recovery of firing activity was very slow compared to the inhibition in period (II).

Although bursts gradually synchronized throughout the whole area, the burst parameters recovered differently in each channel (Fig. 8b). In contrast, the average profiles of single spikes in each channel were similar to those in previous periods. Thus, Xe molecules apparently have little effect on single spikes even during depressurization. However, when
the synchronized burst rate became large enough, neurons that often fired single spikes under the Xe pressure became calm. Since there are only a few electrodes exhibiting the frequent firing, the change of firing pattern does not affect the overall $SR$ value. This indicates that Xe affects not only the bursting spike activity but also the single spike activity.

**Period (IV): Recovery of electric activity after gas purge**

Even though the system pressure did not change, the purging of the air to completely remove the Xe significantly changed the firing activity. The response to the purge process appeared to have two stages. In the first stage, the synchronized burst rises quickly within the first 10 min (see Figs. 9a and 10(i)). Both $SR$ and $SBR$ increased simultaneously, mainly due to the further decrease of $IBI$. Other profiles of these bursts (Fig. 10a(i)) resemble those in the depressurization process (Figs. 9b-d). In this stage, relatively few single spikes occurred between bursts. The early stage usually lasted for 15~20 min and each burst parameter gradually approached that of the control period. In the second stage, $SBR$ is lower (Fig. 10(ii)). After about one hour, $SBR$ approaches 10 counts/min, $IBI$ becomes constant at approximately 7 s, $BD$ converges to 0.1~0.5 s, and the range of $SIB$ settles to 10~40 cpb (Figs. 9b-d), all being comparable to their values in the control period.

After period (IV), we monitored the firing activities for several days to verify the health of the treated sample. In a few cases, the firing activity slightly differed from that of the control period at the end of the experiment. However, even in such samples, the firing activity returned to that of the control period within the variation range after we incubated the sample under the physiological environment for a few days. Microscope observations of the cell shape of the neuronal networks after the experiments showed no abnormalities.

**DISCUSSION**

**Inhibition process of firing activity by Xe under pressure**
The similarities between the burst profiles and those in the previous study by Chiappalone et al., [2006] indicate that the neuronal networks studied here were sufficiently mature. As such, we conclude that the networks were well-connected by robust intercellular connections and consisted of close circuits. The similarities also suggest that both NMDA and non-NMDA receptor channels were expressed at the excitatory synapses.

After the Xe pressurization, both the cell shape and single-spike profiles remained essentially unchanged. This result indicates that a quadrupling of hydrostatic pressure (to 0.4 MPa) has little effect on the neuronal activity. However, the Xe pressure jump caused a sudden decrease in both SR and SBR with SBR reaching essentially zero approximately 10-min after pressurization, although more than 60% of the electrodes continued to fire. At that moment, the burst profiles (e.g., those in Figs. 7b-d) resembled those observed in the immature network of Kamioka et al. [1996] and Chiappalone et al. [2006]. Given the maturity of the network prior to pressurization, this apparent immature network condition might come from the inhibition of synapse transmission by Xe molecules dissolved in the culture medium.

The results support an obstruction mechanism of general anesthesia but not the lipid solubility hypothesis. The lipid solubility hypothesis requires the inhibition of neuronal firing [Meyer, 1937; Miller et al., 1965; 1969; Lever et al., 1971; Koski et al., 1973; O’leary, 1984], but we observed the neurons to continue firing. Instead, the Xe appears to function via an obstruction mechanism. For example, the dissolved Xe molecules may act as a channel blocker at the synaptic junction [e.g., Franks et al., 1998; Dinse et al., 2005]. Another obstruction mechanism, the hydrate hypothesis, is unlikely because our experimental conditions were not stable conditions for Xe-hydrate crystals. But a modified hydrate hypothesis may work: dissolved Xe molecules may obstruct synapse transmission via the formation of a hydrate-like water structure around the Xe molecules. Such structure was found in a study of the dissolution of the clathrate-forming molecules [Uchida et al., 2003]. Thus dissolved Xe molecules may obstruct the synapse transmission. The obtained
experimental results can be explained by the latter two hypotheses. We conclude that the inhibition of electric activity of neuronal network is mainly caused by the Xe molecules obstructing synapse transmission.

Recovery of electric activity of neuronal network by Xe depressurization

As with the pressurization, the pressure release left the cell shape and the single-spike profiles essentially unchanged. Moreover, we observed no indication of gas bubbles. Thus the neuronal network appears to lose the dissolved Xe molecules very slowly.

The slow loss of Xe molecules agrees with the slow recovery of the synchronized bursts after Xe depressurization. After the bursts appear, $SBR$ increases gradually and much more slowly than the rate of decrease during pressurization. Also, the burst profiles differ slightly from those in the control period, resembling instead those in the early stage of neuronal network formation (e.g., Chiappalone et al. [2006]). The results suggest that the recovery of the synchronized burst involves a gradual decrease of Xe concentration in the synaptic junctions.

The behavior of the network in the slow-recovery period resembles that of an immature network, despite the network’s maturity.

Purging the vapor in the vessel with fresh air (with 5% CO$_2$) produces a rapid increase of network firing ($SR$ and $SBR$ in Fig. 9a). This change would be caused by the decrease of Xe concentration in the vapor, which would accelerate the removal of Xe molecules from the medium, and thus from the inhibiting synaptic sites. A sudden re-connection of numerous synapses in the neuronal network would cause the observed frequent bursting, which is characterized by smaller $BD$ (but similar $SIB$) and shorter $IBI$ just after the purging (Figs. 9b-d). Frequent bursts like this (Fig. 10b(i)) have been seen in previous studies [Chiappalone et al., 2006] when a cultured network becomes mature. Thus, similar conditions of network maturation may have occurred during purging, leading to the rapid bursting.
The profiles and the spike rate of the single spikes did not change significantly over the whole experiment. This is strong evidence that Xe molecules do not affect the firing activity of the neuron itself. Although the non-burst single-spike rate tends to increase slightly while the synchronized bursts are inhibited, the change contributes little to $SR$. This result suggests that the change of the firing activities, such as the burst profiles, is not affected by Xe inhibition but is related to the change of the electric signals from neighboring neurons, that is, the change of the electric circuit in the neuronal network.

After the purge, the firing pattern gradually changed over several tens of minutes, going from the frequent burst stage to one that was similar to that in the control period. Although the firing profiles did not fully recover to the original condition 1-h after purging, the results indicate that the pressurization of Xe gas does not damage the neuronal network physically, yet inhibits the synaptic transmission in the neuronal network temporarily and reversibly.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This study revealed that dissolved Xe molecules reversibly inhibit the firing activity of the neuronal network of cortical culture. As the Xe largely left single spikes unchanged while completely inhibiting synchronized bursts, the Xe molecules acted more as a transmission inhibitor in the neuronal network, not as a firing inhibitor of the neuron itself. The burst profiles gradually recovered after depressurization, later recovering much more rapidly when the Xe was purged from the system. This recovery may be due to an increase in the number of recovered connections in the neuronal network. By comparing to previous work, we argued that the inhibition was caused by a temporal inhibition of the synapse transmission by the dissolved Xe molecules. The results are not consistent with the lipid solubility hypothesis for general anesthesia, but support two other proposed hypotheses: the channel-blocker hypothesis and a modified hydrate hypothesis. Further, molecular-level details of the inhibition process of transmission at synapses should be revealed in the future.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: The experimental system. The cortical neuronal network grown on a multi-electrode array (MEA) is set in the MED connector within a high-pressure vessel in the incubator.

Fig. 2: Typical traces of pressure (left scale) and temperature (right scale) during one experimental run. (I) control period, (II) pressurizing period, (III) pressure-release period, (IV) purge period

Fig. 3: Profile parameters for (a) single spikes and (b) bursts. Typical quantity of each parameter in the control period is also shown.

Fig. 4: Sample used and data from the control (I) period. (a) Photomicrographs of the cortical cells on (left) 1 day in vitro (DIV) and (right) 20 DIV (the experimental day). The black squares are the 50×50 μm² electrodes (center-center spacing of 150 μm). Isolated cells are observed clearly at 1 DIV, and they grew until a confluent mono-layer formed by 20 DIV. (b) Total spike rate of 16 electrodes (SR) for 25 days cultivation. Neurons start firing at about one week and SR increases until SR reaches to the saturation value at about two weeks. After about 15 DIV, SR becomes constant with relatively large scattering.

Fig. 5: Typical firing activity data in the control (I) period for the sample at 20 DIV. (a) Snapshot of typical synchronized burst signals measured on MEA. A synchronized burst is recorded at all electrodes although the burst profiles vary in each electrode. The number of each signal block is the channel number corresponding to each electrode. The skipped channel numbers provide space in the spike raster plot. (b) The spike raster plot. Channel number corresponds to each electrode that appears in (a). Most bursts are synchronized in every electrode.
Fig. 6: Firing activity in the pressurizing (II) period for the sample at 20 DIV. (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, and (c) 15 min after the 0.3 MPa Xe pressurization. The synchronized bursts disappeared after 10 min, but the single spikes remain. (d) The spike raster plot at 15 min. Most signals are the single spikes. No synchronized firings are observed during this period.

Fig. 7: Change in firing activity profiles from the control (I) to the pressurization (II) periods. At 6 min, 0.3 MPa Xe gas was applied. (a) Spike rate ($SR$: solid diamonds, left scale), non-burst single spike rate (solid circles, left scale) and synchronized burst rate ($SBR$: open triangles, right scale). All three are the total value of all 16 electrodes and are averaged every 5 min. Time series of three burst parameters observed on a typical channel: (b) Burst duration ($BD$). (c) Inter-burst interval ($IBI$). (d) Number of spikes per burst ($SIB$). No significant changes are observed in all three parameters. Until 4 min after Xe pressurization, burst signals are completely absent. The sudden decrease of $SR$ after pressurization results from the disappearance of synchronized bursts. The non-burst single-spike rate does not change remarkably.

Fig. 8: Firing activity in the pressure-release (III) period for the sample at 20 DIV. (a) Snapshot of the MEA signals on the MED probe. The synchronized bursts begin to appear. (b) Spike raster plot 10 min into period III. The synchronized bursts are recorded on several firing electrodes but not on all electrodes.

Fig. 9: Change in firing activity profiles from the pressure-release (III) to the purge (IV) periods. (a) Spike rate ($SR$: solid diamond, left scale), non-burst single spike rate (solid circles, left scale) and synchronized burst rate ($SBR$: open triangle, right scale). All three are the total value of all 16 electrodes and are averaged every 5 min. Time series of three burst profiles observed on a typical channel: (b) Burst duration ($BD$). (c) Inter-burst interval ($IBI$). Inset shows enlarged scale for period IV. (d) Number of spikes per burst ($SIB$). As $SBR$ increases in period (III), $IBI$ comes down from infinity to several tens of seconds. $SIB$ also increases.
gradually with an increase in $SBR$. The $BD$ values scatter between 0.1 and 1 s. Just after purging the gas in the vessel, $SR$ and $SBR$ temporally increase, which is caused by the appearance of frequent bursts. When both $SR$ and $SBR$ reach to relatively constant values at about 30 min after purging, three burst parameters also become constant.

Fig. 10: Firing activity in the purge (IV) period for the sample at 20 DIV. (a) Snapshots of the MEA signals on the MED probe. (b) Spike raster plots. Upper (i) shows the rapid bursting condition and begins 4·min after the purge; lower (ii) shows the firing conditions near the end of the experimental period and begins 24·min after the purge.
Figure showing data from (III) Xe release and (IV) Xe purged.

- Panel (a): Graph showing SR [x10^3 counts/min] and SBR [counts/min] with different markers indicating SR and non-burst SR.
- Panel (b): Scatter plot with BD [sec] on the y-axis and data points scattered across the plot.
- Panel (c): Scatter plot with IBI [sec] on the y-axis and data points scattered across the plot.
- Panel (d): Scatter plot with SIB [counts] on the y-axis and data points scattered across the plot.

Time [min] is plotted along the x-axis for all panels.